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Abstract
The Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) is a distributed file system used to support
multiple widely-used big data frameworks, including Apache Hadoop and Apache Spark. Since
these frameworks are often run across many compute nodes, it is possible that multiple nodes
will read the same data. In addition, since data is replicated across multiple nodes for storage,
the same data will be written multiple times across the network. In this paper, we conduct an
evaluation of the caching potential present in HDFS in order to determine if in-network caching,
particularly of the type seen in Named Data Networking (NDN), would reduce the amount of
traffic seen in a Spark cluster network, as well as the average load on each data storage node.
Our results show that for most benchmarks running on Apache Spark, a majority of the large
read operations were done to transfer the Spark and application dependency libraries to each
compute node. In addition, there was not a significant amount of read traffic in the network
for most of the applications we evaluated, making the benefits of in-network caching for HDFS
questionable.
1 Introduction
The Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) is a network file system that provides reliable
and distributed storage for multiple big data frameworks, including both Apache Hadoop and
Apache Spark. When writing or retrieving data over HDFS, clients must coordinate with
a central server (or “NameNode”) to determine which storage server (or “DataNode”) they
should read/write data to/from. However, because HDFS uses IP unicast to perform file system
operations, multiple read requests for the same data will result in duplicate copies of this data
being transmitted over the network. In addition, during writes, data is replicated to multiple
DataNodes for reliability and load balancing purposes.
In this paper, we evaluate the caching potential of the HDFS file system. In particular, we
seek to determine the benefit that could be gained from utilizing in-network caching to cache
named pieces of HDFS data, as seen in the information-centric networking (ICN) paradigm.
This paradigm is exemplified by the Named Data Networking (NDN) [1] project. We believe
that NDN may be well suited for this purpose.
To investigate how in-network caching could function on a real HDFS system, we gathered
HDFS traces by running the HiBench benchmark suite on the Apache Spark framework. These
benchmarks were run on a 129-node cluster on the Amazon Web Services (AWS) Elastic Map
Reduce (EMR) platform and succinct traces were generated from the combined HDFS DataN-
ode logs. Then, the caching potential of these traces was evaluated using two custom-developed
caching simulators. In our evaluations of caching potential, we only concerned ourselves with
read traffic, since write traffic can simply use multicast to write data to multiple DataNodes
simultaneously.
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In Section 2, we discuss existing work and motivate our evaluation, indicating why NDN-
like in-network caching may be of benefit in HDFS environments. Section 3 discusses how we
conducted our evaluation, including the tools and environment utilized. Section 4 contains the
results of our evaluation and discusses our observations from these results. Section 5 discusses
future work that could be conducted based upon our results, while Section 6 concludes the
paper.
2 Background and Motivation
The existing HDFS implementation runs on IP networks, the de facto standard network-layer
protocol for computer communications. In IP networks, traffic is routed from a particular source
to a particular destination, whether unicast, multicast, or broadcast. This architecture was likely
influenced by telephony networks, which route phone traffic between two endpoints. However,
more recently, new network paradigms have appeared, including information-centric networking
(ICN). While traditional networks like IP focus on delivering data between specific endpoints,
information-centric networks instead focus on retrieving information (or content). In other
words, while IP networks “push” data across the network, ICN networks “pull” data from the
network to a particular host. In our evaluations, we utilize the Named Data Networking (NDN)
implementation of the ICN paradigm to model network-layer caching. In NDN networks, each
piece of content has a unique name in a hierarchical namespace made up of “components”
separated by slashes (‘/’). For example, a piece of content representing the index page of
the website of the University of Arizona Computer Science department could have the name
“/edu/arizona/cs/www/index.html”. Content is requested with an “Interest” packet from
the client (“consumer”), which, if the content exists, will eventually reach a cache or a server
(the latter known as a “producer”) containing a piece of content with a name matching the
Interest’s name - this content will then be returned to the consumer in a “Data” packet. To
accomplish this, Interests are routed based upon the name they contain and returning Data
packets follow the reverse path of the Interest(s) they are satisfying. NDN names can also
include specialized components to indicate segmented portions of a piece of content, as well as
the version of that content, among other information [2].
However, while naming would be important for identifying blocks in an HDFS file system
running on NDN, the availability of in-network caching at the network layer is more significant
to our caching evaluation. Since content in NDN is identified by a hierarchical name, we can
cache requested content on intermediate nodes to satisfy future requests if such a cache exists
on the route taken by the Interest. This can allow requests to be satisfied before they reach
the producer, likely decreasing the load on the producer and overall network, as well as the
time it takes for an Interest to be satisfied for the consumer. Additionally, off-path caching
mechanisms have been proposed for NDN, including one for wired Ethernet networks [3].
There has been previous work to adapt HDFS to run over an NDN network by Gibbens, et
al [4]. They developed a prototype implementation that ran natively over NDN. However, their
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implementation suffered from severe performance penalties compared to the official implemen-
tation of HDFS, which utilizes TCP over IP networks. However, this may be largely caused
by the application-layer NDN forwarder they utilized, NFD [5], which is designed primarily for
modularity and ease of extension [6], compared to the optimized and refined implementations
of TCP built into modern operating systems.
3 Methodology
The traces we used in our evaluations were gathered in November 2017 on the Amazon Web
Services (AWS) Elastic Map Reduce (EMR) system. Our trace generation clusters each con-
sisted of 129 m3.xlarge nodes, with 1 NameNode and 128 compute nodes, running in the “US
West (Oregon)” AWS region. Each of these nodes featured 4 virtual CPUs, 15 GiB of RAM,
and 2 x 40 GB of storage. Spark ran with 5120 MiB of memory allocated to each executor and
the Spark driver. Each executor was also allocated 4 CPU cores. Spark was set to partition jobs
into 256 partitions. Additionally, dynamic allocation was disabled. The nodes in the cluster ran
Amazon EMR release 5.10.0, which utilizes Apache Hadoop version 2.7.3 and Apache Spark
version 2.2.0. Our cluster did not run Spark standalone, but instead utilized Hadoop YARN as
the master.
On each node, HDFS was set to log in debug mode to allow us to obtain block-by-block
traces. In addition, HDFS was set to use the legacy RemoteBlockReader.
On the clusters, we ran the HiBench [7] benchmark suite, version 7.0. Each benchmark in
this suite can be split into a “prepare” and a “run” stage - the prepare stage generates the
data to be processed across all compute nodes, while the run stage actually processes the data.
In our evaluation, we only considered the run stage because a real system would presumably
already have data to process, instead of needing to generate random data to process. We ran
each benchmark on the “gigantic” data size.
The HiBench benchmarks that we were able to successfully run and gather a trace from
included aggregation, als, bayes, gbt, join, kmeans, linear, lr, rf, scan, sort, and
wordcount.
After running the above benchmarks, a trace was generated for each cluster by parsing
the HDFS reads and writes in the DataNode log files. Each operation in the generated traces
contains: (i) the time of the operation, (ii) the type of the operation (READ or WRITE), (iii) the
ID of the block, (iv) the starting byte offset of the operation, (v) the size (in bytes) of the
operation, (vi) the source node, and (vii) the destination node. These traces do not include
the HDFS “generation stamp” of a block because we verified that every block in the trace was
only associated with one generation stamp value. This value would change if the block had
been modified. Therefore, a cached version of a block would still be applicable to future reads
of that block in our evaluations.
We sorted our combined traces by time and used this to break the trace up into the prepare
and run stages of each benchmark. Then, we filtered out all write operations, as well as all
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local read operations (where the source and destination nodes were the same) from each run
stage.
Caching evaluations were performed using two caching simulators. For the ARC [8],
LIRS [9], and MQ [10] cache replacement policies, we utilized a simulator written in Java.
For the LRU replacement policy, we utilized two simulators: the previously-mentioned Java
simulator, as well as a simulator written in C++ for more intensive workloads (due to runtime
considerations).
4 Evaluation
4.1 Unique Data Size
The unique data size is the number of unique bytes read, excluding overlapping operations on
a byte-level granularity. For each benchmark, we calculated the unique data size of reads done
over the network. “Over the network” in this case refers to reads where the data in question was
not stored by the DataNode instance running on the same machine as the requesting compute
client.
Benchmark Unique Data Size (MiB) Total Data Size (MiB) Ratio (Uniq/Total)
aggregation 419 24918 0.01682306351
als 1345 25913 0.05189665802
bayes 367 25023 0.01464920543
gbt 523 25379 0.02061643429
join 202 24770 0.008156921264
kmeans 593 25330 0.02339635177
linear 21150 135952 0.155568045
lr 9091 44723 0.2032722353
rf 1282 25851 0.04960448447
scan 198 24766 0.008000000116
sort 938 25506 0.03677945751
wordcount 1045 26256 0.03980127935
Table 1: Optimal unique data size vs optimal total data size for reads done across then network
For each benchmark, we calculated both the unique data size and the total data size of
network reads. The latter value is the combined number of bytes read by each read operation.
We also calculated the unique data size divided by the total data size (the “ratio”). These
results are presented in Table 1. We refer to the unique data size at a granularity of 1 byte as the
“optimal unique data size” because HDFS operations are performed at a byte-level granularity.
However, NDN caching functions on a packet-level granularity, instead of a byte-level gran-
ularity. Therefore, we also calculated the unique data size of reads if HDFS blocks were
segmented into cache blocks of various sizes. In a real implementation of HDFS over NDN,
data would be fetched in units of cache blocks, with the requested data being extracted from
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the retrieved blocks and combined before being sent to the requesting client application. Mean-
while, data in a retrieved cache block falling outside the specific boundaries requested by the
client would be discarded. We calculated the starting cache block of each read by flooring the
read starting offset divided by the cache block size. We calculated the ending cache block of
each read by flooring the read ending offset (offset + size of the read) divided by the cache
block size. These equations are represented below:
StartCacheBlock = bOffsetReadOperation/SizeCacheBlockc




















































Figure 1: Unique data sizes for cache blocks of varying size (including Spark libraries)
We conducted evaluations of unique data size using cache block sizes of 8 KiB, 32 KiB,
128 KiB, 1 MiB, and 2 MiB. The unique data size of each benchmark for each of the above
cache block sizes is presented in Figure 1. We also calculated the overhead caused by using








































Figure 2: Overhead of each cache block size (compared to cache blocks of 1 byte)
“overhead factor” is computed as the unique data size at that cache block size divided by
the optimal unique data size for that benchmark. An overhead factor greater than 1 indicates
that unnecessary data (“overhead data”) was read when satisfying HDFS read operations. As
can be seen in the figures, increasing the cache block size increases the unique data size read
across the network. However, the amount to which increasing the cache block size affected
the unique data size varied by benchmark. With the largest cache block size (2 MiB), this
ranged anywhere from 1.005997595 times the optimal unique data size for the rf benchmark
to 3.643980699 times the optimal cache block size for the wordcount benchmark.
4.2 Characteristics of Read Data
When evaluating the caching potential of a system, it is important to determine what data is
being read and how frequently. We developed a script to map HDFS block IDs to HDFS file
names to allow us to determine which block(s) corresponded to a file. In all but one benchmark,
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we found exactly three blocks that were read across the network by 125 of 128 compute nodes.
Given a default replication factor of 3, it appears that the other three compute nodes read
these blocks from their local DataNode instances. Two of these blocks correspond to a zip
archive that appears to contain Spark libraries and one corresponds to a zip that appears to
contain Spark configuration files. Reads of the first and second Spark library blocks are of sizes
129 MiB and approximately 69 MiB, respectively.1 Meanwhile, the Spark configuration block
reads range from approximately 76.4 KiB to approximately 76.6 KiB in size, depending upon
the benchmark. It makes sense that these blocks would be read by every node, as they would
be needed to run the Spark application. All nodes in all benchmarks read these blocks from
the same starting and ending byte offsets. However, each benchmark used different block IDs
for these blocks, making it difficult to cache these blocks across applications (provided they
do contain the same data). Additionally, with the aggregation benchmark, two of the blocks
(the second block in the Spark library zip file and the Spark configuration zip) were only read
across the network by 124 compute nodes. Investigation of the full aggregation trace revealed
that all three blocks were only requested by 127 read operations (including both network and
local reads). All other traces showed 128 read operations for their equivalent blocks. It is
uncertain why aggregation behaved differently, but it may have been caused by the failure of
an application container.
The benchmarks varied in how many other blocks they read, as well as how many times
these other blocks were read. We did not examine blocks read across the network only once,
as these blocks do not have any caching potential (for obvious reasons). However, some
benchmarks show interesting results. The bayes benchmark had a block from another Spark
library zip archive, which was read across the network 119 times, with reads starting from
various offsets and of sizes ranging from 645 KiB to approximately 69 MiB. gbt also read
from additional Spark library zip files, but from 4 blocks instead of 1. These blocks were read
across the network 76, 75, 7, and 6 times, with varying starting offsets and with sizes ranging
from 645 KiB to approximately 115 MiB. All other blocks read more than once by benchmarks
were located under directories named “ temporary” or featured “ tmp” at the end of their
file names, indicating that they were temporary files. However, these temporary blocks were
sometimes read from as many as 59 times in a single benchmark.
The scarcity of network reads of non-library and non-configuration blocks is likely caused by
the framework attempting to place computation as close to input data as possible. This may
be why the scan benchmark did not feature any reads for blocks located on remote DataNodes
(apart from the three above-mentioned library and configuration blocks).
However, Spark contains options2 to load Spark library JARs from a local source on the
compute node, instead of over HDFS. Therefore, we also evaluated the unique data size for
each benchmark with Spark library reads excluded from the trace. These values3 are presented
in Table 2. In addition, the ratios by which the unique and total data sizes were compared to
1In aggregation, the size of reads of the first block is 1 byte larger.
2spark.yarn.jars and spark.yarn.archive
3The unique data size of scan is actually 78285 bytes, but appears as 0 MiB due to rounding.
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Benchmark Unique Data Size (MiB) Total Data Size (MiB) Ratio (Uniq/Total)
aggregation 221 230 0.9601282823
als 1147 1156 0.991979303
bayes 85 94 0.9016089059
gbt 33 43 0.7818859845
join 4 13 0.3013469235
kmeans 395 573 0.6888746343
linear 20952 111195 0.1884235353
lr 8893 19966 0.4454015303
rf 1084 1094 0.9915230851
scan 0 9 0.008000102192
sort 740 749 0.9876453487
wordcount 847 1499 0.5651766778
Table 2: Optimal unique data size vs optimal total data size for reads done across the network
(excluding Spark libraries)
the full network read traces presented in Table 1 are presented in Table 3.
As can be seen in Table 3, for most benchmarks, the optimal unique data sizes decreased
by less than half from the full network read trace (ratios less than 1 indicate a reduction in
unique or total data size4). However, some optimal unique data sizes decreased significantly, as
exemplified by scan, which decreased to approximately 0.0004 times the original unique data
size when the Spark library blocks were excluded. Additionally, total data sizes decreased by
greater factors than unique data sizes for every benchmark. Some significant factors to which
the total data size decreased are approximately 0.0005 for join and approximately 0.0004 for
scan. For join, the only remaining network reads after the Spark library blocks were excluded
were those for the Spark configuration archive and two blocks containing temporary files (with
both of the latter reads having sizes around 2 MiB). Meanwhile, for scan, the only remaining
network reads were those for the Spark configuration archive. However, some benchmarks show
only an insignificant reduction in unique and total data sizes, namely linear and lr.
The unique data size calculations excluding Spark library blocks for cache blocks of various
sizes are presented in Figure 3. As can be seen in the figure, with the removal of Spark library
blocks decreased the unique data sizes of most benchmarks by approximately 198 to 200 MiB.
The exceptions were bayes and gbt, where decreases were approximately 282 to 302 MiB and
approximately 490 to 510 MiB, respectively. These additional decreases were caused by the
removal of the additional Spark library blocks present in the traces of these two benchmarks.
4There is no way the unique or total data sizes of a benchmark could increase when blocks are excluded from
its trace. Therefore, we have no values greater than or equal to 1.
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Table 3: Ratios of the optimal unique and total data sizes of all reads done over the network
compared to network reads with Spark library blocks excluded
4.3 Caching Potential
For each of the benchmarks above, we evaluated the caching potential using the two caching
simulators described previously. Simulations were run for every combination of replacement
policy (ARC, LIRS, LRU, and MQ) and cache block size (8 KiB, 32 KiB, 128 KiB, 1 MiB,
and 2 MiB). A cache size of 1 GiB was chosen, as a cache of this size would be reasonable on
modern computer systems, including routers.
We found that, for most benchmarks, the cache replacement policy did not make any
difference in the hit ratio seen with a given cache block size, even with Spark library blocks
included. The exceptions to this were linear, lr, and wordcount. The hit ratios for all of the
benchmarks where the replacement policy did not change the hit ratio, including and excluding
Spark library blocks, can be found in Figures 4 and 5, respectively. Meanwhile, the hit ratios for
linear can be found in Figures 6 and 7, lr in Figures 8 and 9, and wordcount in Figures 10
and 11.
As can be seen in the Figures 4 and 5, for all but three benchmarks (when Spark libraries
were both included and excluded), the choice of cache replacement policy did not change the
observed hit ratio. Except for als, kmeans, and rf, this was because the unique data size
was less than 1 GiB, meaning that no blocks needed to be evicted from the cache, making the
replacement policy in use irrelevant.
However, because data is cached in units of cache blocks, we must also consider the effect
that cache block size has on hit ratio. When Spark library blocks were included in the trace, two
benchmarks experienced a hit ratio increase as cache block size increased (rf and sort), four
experienced a hit ratio decrease (aggregation, bayes, gbt, and kmeans), two experienced





















































Figure 3: Unique data sizes for cache blocks of varying size (excluding Spark libraries)
constant (scan). However, none of the cache block sizes were affected significantly by changing
the cache block size, with the benchmark with the greatest range of hit ratios, kmeans, having
a range of approximately 0.015.
When Spark library blocks were excluded from the traces, all of the above nine benchmarks
except scan and gbt experienced an increase in observed hit ratio as block size increased.
Instead, the hit ratios for scan remained constant and the hit ratios for gbt increased on all
intervals except from 1 MiB to 2 MiB, where the hit ratio remained constant. The reason
that hit ratios increased on almost all intervals for almost all benchmarks is because, as cache
block sizes increase, reads with larger sizes have a lesser impact on the hit ratio compared
to reads with sizes smaller than the cache block size, as reads smaller than the cache block
size are “rounded up” in size so that they are considered to have the same size as the cache
block size. This gives the Spark configuration block, which generates very high hit ratios, a
greater impact on the hit ratio. For example, in the join benchmark, the only reads for non-



































Figure 4: Hit ratios (including Spark libraries) for benchmarks where replacement policy did

































Figure 5: Hit ratios (excluding Spark libraries) for benchmarks where replacement policy did




































































































































































Figure 11: Hit ratios (excluding Spark libraries) for the wordcount benchmark
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as the approximately 76 KiB Spark configuration block.
Hit ratios were significantly higher when Spark library blocks were included because almost
all compute nodes request the same regions of these blocks over the network, which has a
positive effect on the hit ratio. The only exception to this was scan, which stayed the same
because the remaining Spark configuration block has the same caching properties as the Spark
library blocks.
For linear and lr, LIRS performed notably better than any other cache replacement policy
(Figures 6, 8, 7, and 9). Meanwhile, the remaining three replacement policies achieved lower
hit ratios than LIRS, but did not differ significantly from each other. For linear, generally
ARC performed better than MQ, which always performed better than LRU (the exception to
the former occurred with cache blocks of 1 MiB, where MQ performed better than ARC). For
lr including Spark library blocks, whether LRU or MQ performed better depended upon the
cache block size (both policies performed the same with 8 KiB cache blocks), while ARC always
performed the best of the three. For lr excluding Spark library blocks, LRU and MQ similarly
change which performed better based upon the cache block size, also performing the same with
8 KiB cache blocks. However, while ARC performed the best of the three with cache blocks of
sizes 8 KiB, 32 KiB, and 128 KiB, MQ performed better than ARC with cache blocks of sizes
1 MiB and 2 MiB. Interestingly, when Spark libraries were excluded from the lr trace, LIRS
was the only policy that achieved hit ratios higher than 0.04.
As the cache block size increased for linear, the hit ratio increased (both with and without
Spark library blocks). Meanwhile, lr experienced a mostly decreasing hit ratio (with some
increases) when Spark library blocks were included, but experienced increasing hit ratios when
Spark library blocks were excluded from the trace (with the notable exception of the interval
between 32 KiB and 128 KiB, where the hit ratio decreased). This is likely due to similar
reasons as the nine benchmarks above.
The wordcount benchmark behaved differently (Figures 10 and 11). For cache blocks up
to and including 128 KiB, we observed that the replacement policy in use did not make a
difference in the observed hit ratio and presented the same hit ratios as the unlimited cache.
For both 1 MiB and 2 MiB cache blocks, the replacement policies performing best to worst
for this benchmark were ARC, MQ, LIRS, and LRU, although the hit ratios did not differ by
more than 0.05. This was the case regardless of whether Spark library blocks were included
in the trace. When Spark library blocks were included in the trace, wordcount experienced a
decrease in hit ratio as cache block size increased for all replacement policies. Meanwhile, when
Spark library blocks were excluded, almost all replacement policies experienced an increase in
hit ratio as cache block size increased (with the exception of a decrease on the interval from 1




In this paper, our evaluations were conducted on traces obtained from benchmark applications.
Since the input data to these applications is synthetic and is purposefully pre-distributed across
DataNodes, it may not accurately represent real workloads, which may have input data spread
across DataNodes in a much less balanced manner. Therefore, in the future, we hope to
conduct caching evaluations based upon traces taken from HDFS clusters used for research or
commercial applications.
Additionally, we would like to perform evaluations of caching hit ratios using more realis-
tic topologies with multiple possible caching locations (in NDN networks, each NDN-capable
router). In this paper, our evaluations were only performed on a theoretical topology with
one router that directly connected to every end host. One topology we would like to perform
evaluations on is the fat-tree topology [11].
We only conducted our evaluations using the ARC, LIRS, LRU, and MQ cache replacement
policies. However, this is only a subnet of the many replacement policies in existence, including
LRFU [12], LRU-K [13], and 2Q [14]. We would like to increase the breadth of our evaluations
in case there are some replacement policies that display better hit ratios than the ones we
evaluated in this paper.
6 Conclusion
In this paper, we evaluated the potential benefits of caching in the Hadoop Distributed File
System (HDFS). This file system is used to support various big data platforms, including
Apache Hadoop and Apache Spark. We utilized virtualized Apache Spark clusters running
the Intel HiBench benchmark suite to conduct our evaluations. Through our evaluations, we
obtained hit ratios for read operations utilizing four cache replacement policies (ARC, LIRS,
LRU, and MQ) as we varied the cache block size. This was also compared with the hit ratios
seen with an unlimited cache. The caching model we utilized was intended to be analogous to
that utilized in the Named Data Networking ICN architecture.
Through our evaluations, we discovered that, for most of the applications we utilized,
Spark does not send very many read requests over the network. In fact, for most benchmarks,
we found that most of the data read from the network consisted of the Spark libraries and
configuration files. This is likely because the Spark framework is effective at scheduling jobs
close to the location of input data. We did not evaluate HDFS writes because these could
easily be made more efficient through the use of multicast, since the multiple duplicate data
streams composing an HDFS write operation occur within a very short time frame.
However, since Spark libraries can be pre-loaded on compute nodes, instead of being read
from the network at the start of each application’s run, and Spark libraries made up most of
the network read traffic in most of the applications we evaluated, caching appears to be of
limited effectiveness in most of these applications. However, two applications (linear and lr)
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generated enough traffic to justify caching. For these applications, we found that the most
effective cache replacement policy was LIRS, since it produced significantly greater hit ratios
than any other replacement policy we evaluated. For these applications, we conducted an
evaluation of the effect of cache block size on hit ratio. We found that cache block size made
some difference in the hit ratio, increasing it in some cases, but decreasing it in others. However,
overall its effect on observed hit ratios was not very significant, except in wordcount including
Spark library blocks, where the hit ratio decreased by around 0.09 between 8 KiB and 2 MiB
cache blocks. The maximum packet size in existing NDN implementations is 8800 bytes [15],
so we foresee 8 KiB as the cache block size most likely to be used in a real implementation of
HDFS over NDN.
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